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What is a Vision? 
There is a lot of talk about creating and maintaining a vision, especially as part of a 

CEO's job. In my opinion, ‘vision’ is a term that is both greatly overused as well as 

largely misunderstood.  Many people consider vision to be an all-encompassing view of 

the product or service, while others expand it’s meaning to include the entire market and 

still others believe the term encompasses far more. 

Having been personally responsible for a 

corporation’s vision for many years, I believe it covers 

more than what most people think. So, what follows is 

my definition of vision, and I do not understate the case 

when I say that, with few exceptions, the lack of a strong 

vision puts you at a distinct competitive disadvantage. 
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What is a "Vision"?  
y Do You NEED One? 

How Do You Use it?  
How Do You Know  

It Is Complete? 
To begin with, I believe a vision must encompass everything about the business. This 

includes everything from things as high-level and broad as the organizational chart, right 

down to details like basic product functionality. It also includes both the strategic and 

tactical levels of every discipline required to run the business.  A vision must include 

both these levels for every function vis-à-vis, finance, sales, marketing, operations, and 

product development. Each variable must be imagined 

over time as a series, because many will change rapidly. 

Does this sound like a mind-blowing exercise?  Yes, it 

does! Thankfully, since our brains are wired to think 

visually, and are the most powerful computers on earth, 

this task is well within most people’s intellectual 

 

“Genius is one percent 
inspiration and ninety-
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capacity if they have the experience and information.  The biggest issue is that most 

people don’t have all the needed information or expertise to understand and design these 

business models.  This is real work, not magic, luck, or the flash of insight that may have 

been the genesis of a product’s unique abilities.  As Thomas Edison says “Genius is one 

percent inspiration and ninety-nine percent perspiration.” The exercise of writing a 

business plan generally fills in much of the vision and is worth the effort even if you 

throw the plan in the trash when you are done.  It can allow the merger of different skill-

sets to happen.  However, this is not the same as having the experience in one’s head, 

which forces greater discipline and integration and allows the Model to be "run" in the 

visionary's head. 

Why, you ask, must a vision be so 

elaborate?  Because, the purpose of a vision 

is to have something complete, and against 

which, you can hold up all major business 

decisions. It is almost a philosophy for the 

company to live by. This helps ensure 

consistency across departmental goals and 
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"Teamwork is the ability to work 
together toward a common vision.  

The ability to direct individual 
accomplishments towards 

organizational objectives. It is the 
fuel that allows common people to 

attain uncommon results." 

helps eliminate other major factors that can 

split a business into fractional pieces, such as two departments going after different 

objectives, and effectively dividing your resources across these objectives, or even 

markets. 
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Diagram - The Vision Pie 
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Let us take a look at an example, Leslie Wexler of The Limited, one of the most 

successful retailers of all time. Leslie uses "Victoria" of Victoria's Secret's fame as a big 

part of his vision.  “Victoria” is a fictional female customer who is willing to wear the 

clothes that go into the Victoria Secret catalog.  She is just a figment of his imagination 

really.  If Leslie can't picture Victoria wearing a piece of clothing then it doesn't go into 

the catalog. This is his way of testing their market position, and includes factors such as 

fashion/style and price. To me, this is a simple example of a "customer vision", a tool for 

selecting your products and market position.  This 

makes up just one piece of one slice of the vision pie 

as the "Product Development" filter or market 

position if you prefer (there is overlap here), shown 

on the previous page, and might overflow onto the 

"marketing" slice, but by no means is it a complete 

cr
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It is the function of 
eative man to perceive 
and to connect the 

emingly unconnected.  
William Plomer 
corporate vision. 

 

What are the Other Slices of the Vision Pie? 
Well, each major function (or department) that is required to create a business makes up a 

slice of the pie.  For example, a typical company would include the following vision 

slices: 

1) Sales - Target customer, pricing, sales and distribution models, strategies and 

tactics. 

2) Marketing - All sales-lead generation functions and activities designed to educate 

consumers and position the company, competitive intelligence and market 

positioning strategy. 
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3) Finance - All sources and uses of capital, all systems to manage and project it, all 

accounting functions to track expenses and revenues. 

4) Product Development (R & D) - Idea generation, architecture, design, development, 

testing, and quality assurance.  Each of these is a process that evolves over time, 

not just an idea. 

5) Customer Service - The service model (i.e. team or individual), CRM or 

Operations... 

Many young companies have a good product-vision that stems from the technical 

founders who often see a need and understand how to fill it. However, most of these 

founders lack experience in the other 

"business" areas, needed to turn a “product 

only vision” into a viable business.  They see 

the market-need and the solution, but require 

help to build an organization that can deliver 

the product to the market, which is a much 

more complex endeavor involving many 

disciplines. Getting any one of these slices 

wrong is often fatal to a company. 

Well, you get the point. There are usually 

five major slices, with two parts to each (the 

strategic and tactical levels). Vision is 
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"To be successful you've got to have 
a dream, a vision, a burning passion, 

a magnificent obsession. 
"This dream, goal, obsession has to 

become your prime motivator. 
"It takes enthusiasm, commitment, 
pride, a willingness to work hard, a 
willingness to go the extra mile, a 

willingness to do whatever has to be 
done in order to get the job done." 

-- Jeffrey J. Mayer  
{Author of Success is a Journey} 
everything needed to make the company work across all these functions. And remember, 

that it must also be a series of these snapshots over time for planning and growth 

purposes, as it must evolve slowly, not make big leaps. I would recommend corporate 

snapshots for today, one year out, two years out, three years out and even five years out. 

The further out your vision is, the less detail you will need to have because many things 
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will change over time and because you only need to understand and plan the details for 

each year. 

Of course, the financial plan slice should 

include each month or quarter in great detail for 

year one and two, but it is generally a total waste 

of time to do more than annual numbers for years 

three and beyond, as experience and 

circumstances will modify these for sure. 

Sometimes financial people will run numbers 

over and over again in great detail for five years 

out.  This is basically just plain silly and a waste 

of effort and time at a certain point.  I call it 

being “perfectly incorrect”.  All these models 

will be very wrong, GUARANTEED, the idea is 

to iterate them closer and closer to reality as you 

gain more data and experience.  The goal of a 

financial model is to simulate, project and plan and

you go. If you have to adjust your pricing by even 

that model is instantly obsolete. This is just ano

specifics and tries to show that the business can be pr

So how do yo

such a complex

most challengin

cerebral cortex.

think visually a

best evolved. A
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 that simulation must be updated as 

15% then every previous version of 

ther slice that focuses on financial 

ofitable at some time in the future.  

u design, develop and communicate 

 beast? Well, it could be one of the 

g exercises in the gray matter of your 

 We all have exceptional capacity to 

nd generally that is how a vision is 

 framework of experience is needed 
Wayne Gretsy, when asked 
why he was such a superior 
hockey player responded: 
“Because I go where the 

puck will be, not where it is”
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in each discipline. Without it, you cannot really validate the model without VERY 

expensive real life trial and error. Most entrepreneurs make the mistake of learning it on 

their own through expensive trial and error when they could save hundreds of thousands 

of dollars, even millions by involving someone with the right experience. Many visions 

are "un-executable". This means that they are 

doomed to fail from day-one because of 

something the entrepreneur does not yet 

know, or has not recognized due to lack of 

experience. It is pretty easy to visualize 

something that may never work. Let's face it, 

venture capitalists, who are generally smart, 

s
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Every great accomplishment 
starts as only a vision in a 

ingle mind which then spreads 
to others through passionate 

communication until many are 
working towards a single 

complex goal.  
educated professionals, do it every day by 

investing the bulk of their dollars (60% to 90%) in businesses that will never work! The 

fact is there are way too many variables for anyone to really know something will work 

well unless they have experience in all the required disciplines. 

 

Any Vision Must Evolve With Time 
Now let’s think about a series of these vision pies over time to create a stack of them with 

a pie for each of the following three to five years (see below). With each additional year, 

the vision will contain less detail and the current probability of being right diminishes 

greatly. This is what I call the “Vision Cone”. 

Every vision needs actual validation in the real 

world for virtually all it elements. Certainly, the 

ones that have not been done EXACTLY that way 

before, and have not had great success, are a 
We never Plan To Fail, 
Only Fail To Plan. 
significant risk and deserve special testing in ways that will not disrupt the business if 
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they fail. This testing is known as actively managing the risks, something any CEO 

should be doing.  I have a separate 

system on this later. 

Most venture capitalists insist on a 

"seasoned" CEO at the helm of a new 

company; someone who, based on 

many years of experience, can actually run these "vision simulations" or business models 

in their head. Many things can cause a business to fail. Even small things that fail to work 

because of typical personality types in certain jobs can delay or prevent a business from 

being successful. Only a significant amount of real-world experience can reduce this risk. 

Genius is the ability to reduce 
the complicated to the simple. 

C. W. Ceran 

How Do You Practically Implement a Vision? 
Unfortunately, it is impractical to expect every department-head to understand the entire 

vision. As a matter of fact, it is virtually impossible because it is likely that they do not 

understand the other disciplines well enough, or have enough access to information. 

However, a good CEO makes sure each 

department-head has a complete 

understanding of their slice of the vision 

and how it is phased in properly, over 

time, with the other departments. This 

can sometimes be done, by creating 

interlocking goals or end dates that are 

one or more quarters away. For example, 

customer-service will hire a new manager 

when sales hit 20 new customers. 
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A Personal Vision is much simpler 
and very different than a corporate 
vision. Corporate visions require 
many moving parts, many people 
and many areas of expertise. 

Developing a Personal Vision: 

. Vision: What you want most for 
your life (a dream made real) 

. Mission statement: A description of 
how you attain your vision 

. Goals 
a. Definite statement of exactly 

what you desire 
b. Written in the present tense 

 Measurable (i.e., there is an 
jective way to determine you have 

et it 
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A vision is important because it is what unifies all of the resources on a single 

"objective" - which ultimately is a single position in the marketplace. This position must 

include virtually all product-factors recognizable by a sophisticated buyer in the market, 

as well as all the variables that make up the complex structure of the organization to 

create, deliver and service that product. 
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Diagram - The Vision Cone 

 

Each day, a CEO will use the vision to measure decisions against, each day the VP of 

Engineering should be making decisions consistent with his or her slice of the vision, and 

each day all key management players should be doing the same. If you have someone 
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measuring their daily decisions against their modus operandi at a former company, or just 

their favorite way of doing things, then odds are you have a personnel problem that needs 

to be addressed. This is a common problem because human nature dictates that we to do 

it the way we always have (the easiest way); as opposed to really thinking about how this 

situation may be different. 

In my experience, it takes a new CEO 

four to eight weeks of full-time work to 

develop a complete vision for the 

company. This will vary greatly, 

depending on the complexity of the 

company, market and product involved. 

Vision development must include time 

spent with customers, time spent with all 

key employees, and lots of research to 

validate the theories that are being used to 
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An important thing to remember 
is that without the right 

experience, from every discipline 
in the room, and all the right 

market- research, it is impossible 
to define a real vision.  

Most companies in fact, do not 
have a full vision, or anything 
near it, though they will claim 

they do. 
make decisions. 

 

How Can a Vision Be Communicated? 
One of the CEO’s most important roles is to communicate the vision to management and 

employees and yet be open enough to the possibly superior experience of others in a 

specific area to modify it as they learn more. We can debate how much of this vision 

investors and customers need to know, as this will vary greatly from time to time, and by 

industry and competitive environment, but the employees need to understand those parts 

of the vision that affect their jobs. At a minimum, they need to know at least enough to 

make day-to-day decisions that are consistent with that vision. 
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When a CEO actually communicates his vision, it 

must be tuned to the particular audience and their 

ability to understand that vision. The broader the 

audience, the more simply the vision must be 

presented. The simplest example is the mission 

statement, or "elevator pitch". The mission statement is 

O
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Things may come to 
those who wait, but 

only the things left by 
those who hustle.   
Abraham Lincoln 
simply a vision that is distilled down to the simplest and most understandable end result 

or objective. For example: 

"Widgets Software will be the best software  

component maker for software development tools used in  

the development of video-on-demand products." 

This is a simple statement! It is easy for anyone in any department to understand, but it 

obviously implies a huge number of moving parts in many departments and disciplines. It 

clearly communicates that Widgets Software is NOT in the media content or 

entertainment business, nor the application business, but in the development tool 

business. These would all be very different business models 

needing very different organizations and visions.  It should 

prevent people from investing resources in things that might 

make more sense for these other business models. 

ur work is the 
esentation of our 

capabilities.  

In high-level staff meetings where all senior management is present, this vision can be 

explained in much more detail because you can assume the audience knows a lot more 

about the basis for the vision and has more experience. During one-on-one meetings with 

experts in certain areas, you can drill down on this vision to great detail, talking in 

shorthand and using diagrams about specific attributes as they evolve over time (i.e. 

people, capital budgets, other resources). 
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In my opinion the greater the ability 

the CEO has to develop this internal 

vision in his own mind, the greater the 

chance of success for the business. 

However, quality teams can develop a 

vision too; it just takes a lot more work 

and discipline, but is often necessary in 

larger companies. The vision essentially 

creates a philosophy for the business to 

run by, which helps to insure minimum 

waste, maximum impact, and ensures 

convergence on the goal (a market 

position) by all the troops at the same 

time. Having them all arrive at the goal at 

different times is usually a problem and a 

topic for another day. 

A well-developed vision is a combination of lots of exp

understanding of customer-needs, all unified in ONE PERS

a model against a backdrop of operations and experiences 

what can really work in the real world. Hopefully, this ca

some margin above what customers are willing to pay to m

viable. 

In conclusion, a vision is the design of 

everything needed for the business to work, 

combined with the experience to know, it can 

really work that way in the real world. A Vision 

Drea
they 
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is essentially, a mental simulation. So a vision is actually a very complex model that can 

be run in someone's head, which takes into account all the major business disciplines, and 

thousands of real-world practical factors that are only available through long experience. 

I think this is a pretty good working and practical definition of a vision, and there is no 

doubt that having one can greatly increase your chances of success.  

 

This whitepaper is the first chapter of the ebook “The Art 
And Science of Designing a Business For Rapid Growth”.  
This book is being published around April 1, 2004. To 
order the book you can go to 
http://www.CLevelEnterprises.com/ and enter your email 
address to be notified when the book is available for 
download.  
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CEO & Entrepreneur Boot Camp 

May 15th and 16th 2004 

The Art and Science of Designing and Running 
A High Growth Business 

Designed and Delivered By A Serial 
Entrepreneur and 15 Year CEO 

“Two Days That Will Change Your Life, 
Accelerate Your Business,  

And Accelerate Your Career 
 

Learn How To Turn Any Enterprise Into A High-Growth Business 

In this intensive seminar, you will learn how to design and run 
businesses for high growth and profit from very successful, 
“been there, done that” experts.  It is a complete integrated 

system for designing and running businesses compiled over 15 
years from over 1,000 business books and field tested.   

Experts offer you the most important tips, tricks and techniques 
for success that they’ve learned during their distinguished 

careers, while also letting you know how to avoid many common 
business missteps.  Systems use the latest research, techniques 

and best practices available today. 

Call (508) 381-1450 or email mailto:Seminars@Clevelenterprises.com 
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